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MRS. ROTHMAN My name is Martha Hoffman

from TELAPITS Czechoslovakia. My married name

is Martha Rothman. My husband is VON-OON-WAHR.

And was in the concentration camp in Majdanek.

From the MOONKARTSO0 ghetto went to Auschwitz.

And they took us there during the night and we were

the first transports who didnt want to go in to

take bath or shave our heads because we saw

during the night the flames and we started to

10 scream and cry and the girls some people came

11 out from the house from the bath house and they

12 told us that we should go in willingly because the

13 Nazis said that they will let the dogs loose on us

14 and they will tear us apart and we will go in

15 straight to the crematoriums.

16 INTERVIEWER Let me ask you just to

17 Tape blank for approximately two

18 minutes followed by portion of

19 Gottlieb interview

20 MRS. ROTHMAN They didnt get it. The

21 lice and bedbugs were eating us up but we had no

22 choice and the ones who were stronger survived and

23 the majority lot of them died and lot of

24 them were taken to crematoriums because they got

25 sick.



When the war was starting to get closer

and closer they evacuated us again. They

evacuated us dont know where its located

to NOISH-STADT-GLAY-BEE. In NOISH-STADT-GLAY-BEE

they put us on bare floors without any blankets

without anything. If we were not strong and if

we saw the Nazis from the Nazi kitchen they put

out some potato peels in the garbage cans or in

any place we went and we looked when nobody saw.

10 We looked through and we grabbed that and we tried

11 to survive on that. lot of the people went

12 berserk because they couldnt take it any more.

13 INTERVIEWER What did they do

14 MRS. ROTHMAN What did they do They

15 took them away.

16 INTERVIEWER No no. What did when

17 people went

18 MRS. ROTHMAN They just started to

19 they started to scream and they started to pull

20 their hair and they started to act funny and they

21 just went

22 INTERVIEWER Inaudible crematoriums

23 and they shot them

24 MRS. ROTHMAN dont know how far the

25 crematoriums were from NOISH-STADTGLAYBEE. Some



of them were shot yes. Some of them were shot

because they couldnt stand it the screams and

everything.

We were sitting on the bare floors.

was eighty pounds and was just turning from one

side to the other because my bones were sticking

out. didnt have butt to sit any more.

One thing forgot to tell you that when

we had the uprising and four crematoriums started

10 to burn at the same time because somehow they had

11 connections between the crematoriums the only

12 thing they accomplished he was very very

13 husky big kapo and his face was full of our Jewish

14 blood and they throwed him in fire. And they

15 but one hundred fifty run away but they caught the

16 majority. Some of them were lucky and the

17 partisans were not far away and they were saved.

18 INTERVIEWER Can you explain the

19 uprising to me again Im not sure that

20 understood everything that you said. Just one

21 second.

22 Excuse me. Your cigarette is blowing

23 right in both of our faces. If you could change

24 hands think it might help. Thank you.

25 UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER Is this going to



take long time

MRS. ROTHMAN No Im going to be

through.

INTERVIEWER Twenty minutes fifteen

minutes.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER Inaudible

INTERVIEWER Id like to hear the end

of your story if you can stay.

Brief silence on tape

10 MRS. ROTHMAN Okay.

11 INTERVIEWER The uprising in Auschwitz.

12 MRS. ROTHMAN The uprising in Auschwitz

13 was because as said before every six months

14 they called in the Sonderkommando the people who

15 were chosen to work in the crematoriums to gas the

16 people to put and they changed them. And

17 when it came their time people before believed the

18 Nazis that they are going to different to

19 different camp and maybe they are taking them to

20 work. But those people

21 INTERVIEWER They were gassed.

22 MRS. ROTHMAN They were gassed. They

23 were blindfolded and they were taken in little

24 further lets say an hour away to different

25 crematorium and they were gassed. But those



people who were working that time when was there

they saw too much and knew too much and knew that

its not true. And they tell them to put on

civilian clothes and that they are going to take

them to another camp for work. They knew that they

going to put the blindfolds on them and take them

in different crematorium and gas them. They did

not want to be gassed in different crematorium.

They wanted to die as heroes. So they put they

10 thought maybe maybe some of them can save

11 themselves and some of them did. And so they

12 somehow got some oil and they made fire and it

13 started to burn the gas and the oil in the

14 crematoriums. And the Nazis came running as

15 said before

16 INTERVIEWER They put the oil

17 MRS. ROTHMAN And the gas together and

18 they wanted to burn the crematoriums.

19 INTERVIEWER And this was

20 MRS. ROTHMAN Yes.

21 INTERVIEWER So the gas was smuggled in

22 MRS. ROTHMAN The gas was there because --

23 the oil was smuggled in yes.

24 INTERVIEWER The oil. Excuse me.

25 MRS. ROTHMAN The oil was smuggled in



yes.

INTERVIEWER And they blew up one

MRS. ROTHMAN One crematorium and they

threw KAH-POH in the fire because he was

terrible. He was walking around with cane as

thick as thicker than my arm wrist. And

cannot recall but friend of mine what she did

she didnt do too much wrong but she did something

and he bent her over and counted out twentyfive on

10 her with that big cane. Took off all her skin from

11 her body. She died after it from the wounds from

12 the black and blue. Just her bones were sticking

13 out. So at least one thing they accomplished and

14 they burned him.

15 And as said repeat myself some

16 of them tried about hundred and fifty tried to

17 run away but the majority were caught. Some of

18 them tried to jump over the electric wires and run

19 in and out of barracks between the clothes and

20 hide in the clothes. They were caught too. They

21 came in our side and they were looking for them.

22 They turned over all the barracks and they were

23 caught and they took them straight back to the

24 crematoriums and they said Shoot us. And they

25 couldnt do nothing else with them so they stood



all in line and they sang the Hatikvah and we were

standing all on the other side of the wires in

drill and not knowing whats going to happen to us.

And three hundred and fifty shots in one

crematorium went out and two hundred and some shots

went out in the other crematorium. At least

they said we will die as heroes and we are not

going to go like animals to be gassed.

INTERVIEWER So the SS shot them

10 MRS. ROTHMAN Shot them.

11 INTERVIEWER And burned them

12 MRS. ROTHMAN And then they were burned

13 yes. Everybody was burned anyway.

14 There were lot of nonJewish people who

15 were there as political prisoners but they were

16 lucky.

17 INTERVIEWER Tell me about them.

18 MRS. ROTHMAN They were lucky because

19 if they got sick then they were if they died

20 then they were burned. But as far as taking them

21 to the crematoriums they did not take them to the

22 crematoriums. They helped them. They had doctors

23 for them and everything. And they were majority

24 of them some were kapos and they were some of

25 them were better than the Jewish kapos.



INTERVIEWER There were kapos among the

MRS. ROTHMAN For us for the Jews.

INTERVIEWER The political prisoners

MRS. ROTHMAN The political prisoners

for us yes. had kapo Polish lady kapo

and she was better than the Jewish kapo. dont

remember what had in my hands what found in

pocket and the Nazis said Give her ones and

she gave me the Jewish kapo slam over my face.

10 Slovak girl shes in Israel. She was in prison.

11 Then didnt know where am and was strong

12 person and you know. But the nonJewish kapos

13 if they have to punish they punish gently yes.

14 INTERVIEWER Why do you think that was

15 MRS. ROTHMAN Why Because they wanted

16 to show off for the Nazis.

17 INTERVIEWER see. No but you said

18 the non-Jewish kapo would punish gently.

19 MRS. ROTHMAN Gently. Maybe they

20 wanted to be on the Jewish maybe they figure if

21 they survive if they going to be liberated they

22 shouldnt have troubles after. Because lot of

23 Jewish kapos troubles have troubles after the war.

24 Matter of fact met one who was kapo.

25 He was man and met him in Budapest and he was



10

American-born but his parents came to visit to

Poland their family and they couldnt come back

so he was with me in the concentration camps. And

he asked me Please if have to call you for

witness dont say anything bad about me. And

answered him Please dont call me. Im not going

to say good and Im not going to say bad. So just

leave me alone.

INTERVIEWER Did you ever give testimony

10 after the war

11 MRS. ROTHMAN No. would not

12 would not take judgment on anybody and Jew

13 especially who suffered who went through even

14 sometimes suffered under their hands.

15 In NOISHSTADTGLAYBEE before the

16 liberation there was next door camp for men

17 Frenchmen all from France and we didnt know

18 nothing what was going on but they somehow have

19 connection and they sometimes used to throw over

20 little like letter or something to let us

21 know that the war is coming to an end and just to

22 keep ourselves strong and healthy as much as we can.

23 And wasnt enough lucky that Americans

24 should liberate me. The Russians liberated me.

25 And when we saw the Nazis running from the camp and



11

they saw them running from the camp we didnt know

what was going on but they knew. Then they came to

the gates and they opened the gates and they have

start to cry and holler You are free You are

free All of us like animals the first thing

what did we do We ran to the kitchen to grab some

food. lot of us got sick on typhus. myself

was sick. had lot of fluid and had to be

laid up in Red Cross in Poland.

10 INTERVIEWER After the war you had

11 typhus

12 MRS. ROTHMAN After the war. didnt

13 have typhus but had fluid in my body.

14 And lot of them ate too much

15 especially they found honey and bread. And they

16 got typhus. From overeating from being skeletons

17 and then overeating.

18 Then we started to wander around. The

19 Russians came and told us we could go wherever we

20 want. They werent too nice. They molested lot

21 of them.

22 INTERVIEWER Women

23 MRS. ROTHMAN Women. They said --

24 INTERVIEWER Women were raped

25 MRS. ROTHMAN Yes. They said If you



12

were good for the Nazis then you are good for us

too. We were three girls and we were walking. We

didnt know where we were walking.

INTERVIEWER Were these women who had

been in your block with you

MRS. ROTI-IMAN Yes. We didnt know

where we were walking. Some of us went to the

German houses and some of them -- didnt. Some

of them took whatever valuables they could from the

10 German houses but didnt.

11 And we were walking and we saw some

12 Russians sitting there and rest and we couldnt

13 walk any more so we sat down little further down

14 and understood little Russian and heard that

15 they want to rape us. And started to cry and

16 said in Russian that Im sick Im sick Im

17 sick And said Lets go.

18 And we wandered to Poland. From Poland

19 we wandered to Czechoslovakia. From Czechoslovakia

20 we went to Hungary. In Hungary found family

21 where was able to stay who knew before the war

22 and there where met my husband and my husband

23 himself was at Mauthausen and he was sick on typhus.

24 There were thousand people in Mauthausen and two

25 hundred survived. The rest of them died of typhus.



13

He told me that every morning somebody else was

laying there on the straw dead. He was ninety

pounds.

We are both suffering for it. Im living

twentyfour hours seeing the crematoriums before my

eyes seeing the people going in seeing the

clothes before my eyes. Everything is getting

worse and worse every day.

INTERVIEWER Every day.

10 MRS. ROTHMAN Every day. Im not well.

11 live on lot of medication and found that

12 because went was in real hell. And my

13 husband too. Yeah. No.

14 INTERVIEWER Does anything make it

15 easier for you

16 MRS. ROTHMAN No.

17 INTERVIEWER How do you survive from

18 day to day today

19 MRS. ROTHMAN survive very very

20 hard. First of all have no family. And this is

21 the worst thing that could have happened to

22 person to be left alone and not to have nobody.

23 came to this convention. was hoping to find out

24 at least what happened to my sisters if somebody

25 know. couldnt even find anybody from my home



14

place from where am. am just sorry this

convention this gathering didnt happen ten

fifteen years ago because lot of people dont

recognize each other any more. We aged. We

changed. Everybody has different life.

My younger daughter is very sensitive

about it. When she was little she used to say

when other children in Chicago we were living

were talking about their grandparents she used to

10 say You know Mother when they talk about their

11 grandparents just walk away. Why cant have

12 grandparents and uncles and aunts And think

13 that her life is different too on account that.

14 INTERVIEWER How do you think her life

15 is different

16 MRS. ROTHMAN Shes more sensitive to

17 life. Shes more sensitive in every way. Special.

18 year and half ago she went back -- she wanted

19 to see how Auschwitz looked. She went back to

20 Auschwitz. She didnt see much. She saw lot of

21 hair some shoes there still but they cleaned up

22 very very clean. It looks more like museum than

23 crematoriums were there.

24 would like to go very much back

25 because would recognize every step every place



15

where everything was but dont know if its good

for my health.

As far as showing the films the

Holocaust on the televisions in my opinion its

not even ten percent what they are showing. Its

nothing comparison what saw and where was and

what went through.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER Its late. We

have to go. We have to go.

10 INTERVIEWER Ten more minutes No

11 UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER Inaudible

12 MRS. ROTHMAN Okay. Dont worry about

13 it. Well meet on the bus. Okay. Go ahead.

14 Im sorry to hear and to know and it

15 happened in our city in Chattanooga Tennessee

16 that people say its not true and some colleges

17 professors stand up before the students and say

18 its hoax its not true its just madeup story.

19 Im sorry to know that it wasnt published more

20 years back and it wasnt taught in the schools.

21 INTERVIEWER Have you done any speaking

22 on the Holocaust

23 MRS. ROTHMAN Yes have done speaking.

24 was interviewed twice on television on the local

25 news. was interviewed on special television



16

show. just took out my papers today. had

writeups in the papers.

INTERVIEWER How marvelous.

MRS. ROTHMAN Yes. --

INTERVIEWER In Chattanooga or

MRS. ROTHMAN In Chattanooga. And in

Texas. We were living in Texas too. had

writeup. went they came to interview me

school children for their papers and they all

10 made As in school. went to speak in high

11 school in very remote high school where some of

12 them didnt even know what Jew is and they

13 videotaped me. They asked me all kind of questions.

14 And was on panel discussions.

15 INTERVIEWER Does it help to talk about

16 it or does it make it worse

17 MRS. ROTHMAN For me personally it

18 helps because feel that the world should know.

19 And am not ashamed when somebody asks me whats

20 on my arm number to tell them This is

21 concentration camp number. Then they look at me.

22 Whats that Some of them still dont know to

23 this day.

24 INTERVIEWER Did your daughter oh.

25 Could you take trip to Germany with your daughter



17

to Auschwitz

MRS. ROTHMAN My daughter went to

Germany but she said she was in Vienna but she

does not -- she went to Hamburg no Frankfurt.

And she didnt want to spend any time there. She

just took her plane from there right away from the

airport and went further. She does not want to go

into Germany no.

My older daughter was in Germany.

10 INTERVIEWER But your older daughter is

11 more sensitive

12 MRS. ROTHMAN No. Its my younger

13 daughter who is more sensitive.

14 INTERVIEWER Have you done any writing

15 at all Do you write

16 MRS. ROTHMAN No didnt do any

17 writing. But somebody wrote an article about me.

18 As said had newspaper clippings. And then she

19 wrote book it happened to be ministers

20 very from very big church ministers wife.

21 She writes for the paper very interesting articles.

22 And am in the book. My picture and my write-up

23 is in the book. And lot of people told me they

24 read it and they cant believe it.

25 But think it should be more open. It



18

should be brought up more in schools. Especially

in nonJew schools. And thank you very much for

the interview.

INTERVIEWER Thank you very much. Im

sorry you have to

End side one of tape side two consists

entirely of Gottlieb interview
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